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Legend of the phoenix game partner momentum

•Momentum is calculated using esasial, total potential and government attribute for your partners.•Use potential elements for fruit, academy training and growth to increase potential and thereby increase momentum•You can buy potential fruit, fruit ulcers and growth items in Union Hall quite cheaply, so participate and host banquets•Level up your partners, especially government specialists•Promote your
partners, this increases all attributes incl. You can buy servant outfits in Shouangong with points from the Battle of Wits and Razor's Edge•Read books about authority and the blue random•Date your Confidant and raise their Bond points in authority. Use Energy pills. Also promote them for attribute increases •Promote and marry your children, you get bonus attribute points•Make rare animal hunts for growth
potions. You can also check your total Momentum in the hunts (it's listed in the bottom right corner)• Remember partners reset overnight so go up against your arch-rivals before logging off for the night even if you're missing points •If you're really impatient you can buy a War Token from the store to revive a partner. good luck! Page 2 11 comments See also: List of partner partners are characters that can
help the player increase their overall power. They are also important in various mini-games, such as the archrival battles at the end of each Story chapter. Partners can be purchased through completing certain chapters in history, upgrading VIP, events, achievements and the Recruit Partner feature (where you can get the four dukes or four princes). Currently, there are 38 partners in the game. Partners
are available from the Home screen by tapping the partner currently selected as Companion. By default, partners are sorted by level. They can also be sorted by total potential, total attribute score (noted as state in sort button), and momentum (noted as power in sort button). Partners that have not yet been obtained are listed as understated portraits and can be tapped to find out how they get them. Level
Partners starts at level 1 and can be upgraded using EXP. Upgrade partners improve attributes and progress. At certain levels, you need to use special items to promote your partner - for example, when a partner reaches level 100, you need a Server Hat, Rob and Belt to promote them to server ranking, and then you can continue to upgrade them to level 150. The color of the partner portraits indicates the
current campaign level. Ranking Color Level Effect Washbasin Green 100 All Attributes +1000 Steward Blue 150 All Attributes +2000 Curator Magenta 200 All Attributes +3000 Assistant Chief Red 250 All Potentials +1 Chief Orange 300 All Potentials +5 Archchief Yellow 350 All Potentials +10 Bond Each Partner is associated with a confidante through a bond. On the partner screen, this is noted with a
short sentence next to the level, such as Bond: Palace Confidant. These sentences can be found under the portrait of each You can also see which partners a confidant is associated with by accessing the confidential screen and tapping the bond. The bond allows confidants to increase the attribute scores of partners through their bond skills. Potential determines a partner's ability in the four different
attributes. The potential consists of a base score and a breakthrough score. The base potential can be improved using potential fruit, which adds 1 to a random attribute potential. Breakthrough potential is enhanced by using growth points, at increasing costs. Growth points can be achieved through the following: Attributes Main Article: Attributes (Partners) Partners have individual attribute scores, all of
which contribute to the player's attribute score and total power. A partner's Total ATTR score (Wis + Pol + Cha + Aut) also determines their HP in debates. The individual attribute results increase when the partner is upgraded and when the corresponding potential is improved. They can also be raised using books, and through tape skills to associated confidants. A complete overview of a partner's attributes
(as well as momentum) can be found by tapping the exclamation mark next to the Total ATTR score. Skills and specialization Most partners are specialized in one or two attributes - the attribute or attributes that appear at the top of the partner screen. Each attribute is associated with a skill, which is used in debates. Other than skills, a partner's specialization also affects which books they can study
effectively in the Academy. Specializations do not affect partner attributes. Attributed to Skill Wisdom Schemer Politics Politician Charisma Charmer Authority Warrior When skills are activated in debates, they increase the amount of damage done to the opponent. Upgrade skills increase the increase in damage. Skills are upgraded using skill points, and how much they improve with each level depends on
the specialization of the partner, as represented by the number of stars displayed by each skill, and of the Roman number (I-IV) displayed next to the name. Partners specializing in a property have a 4-star skill, a 2-star skill and two 1-star skills. Partners specialized in two attributes have two 3-star skills, and two 1-star skills. Partners with Balanced Specialization have two stars in each skill. Partners with
Warrior specialization have three stars in each skill. # stars Initial Bonus Dmg increase per level I 115% +1.5% II 120% +2% III 125% +2.5% IV 130% +3% Improve skills Skill points can be acquired through the following: Momentum Momentum is an important aspect of Partners, as it is used as damage in the following activities: Momentum can be improved by the following actions: Upgrade/Leveling
improve the potential (in any way) Raise Authority attribute (in any way) New for the Legend of phoenix game? Master all your core concepts with this Legend of the Phoenix game guide med tips, juksekoder og strategier Legend of the Phoenix Phoenix Guide &amp; Tips⇓ This article covers how to play Legend of the Phoenix game, get powerful, progression, and other things like partners, confidants,
foster children, in-game currencies, etc. Let's go straight to legend of the Phoenix game guide and tips for beginners - Getting started with the basics of the Legend of phoenix game, you start playing as a junior maid and as you continue to clear the story mode stages, you will eventually become the clan lady. The Story Mode is the main mode with many battle stages that you can complete to unlock the
locked features of the game. For example – guild base, clothing agency, and more. If you're new to the game, focus on clearing history mode. Fame and authority in battles In the history mode battles, you need fame. If you have more fame points than your opponent, your chances of winning will increase drastically. Authority property is one of the most important things in the struggle; having more
government points reduces the cost of fame. When your opponent attacks you, your fame is reduced. If you want to use less fame in the fighting, focus on authority state. Tap the protagonist image/avatar -&gt; at the bottom of the character profile page in the upper-left corner of the screen and you can check the authority statistics. How to gain fame in the Legend of the Phoenix game: The best way to gain
fame in this game is by performing palace duty; palace duties -&gt; clothing-sew -&gt; perform If you have a business card (you can buy it from the store), you can use it in the item tab to gain fame You can also earn fame points from the missions. How to increase the authority statistics of the protagonist: Improve the partners - this is the best way to increase the authority attribute in the Legend of the
Phoenix game Upgrade the bonding skills of the confidential Foster child's statistics also affects the authority statistics Guide To Main Character In The Legend of the Phoenix Game The protagonist fights in story mode. Tap on the mains avatar in the upper left side -&gt; this will open the main character profile where you can check the total power and its all attributes; wisdom, politics, charisma and
authority. How to level up the protagonist: You need character EXP to level up the protagonist in legend of the Phoenix game You can get EXP by playing story mode matches, do dailies in Phoenix hall When you have enough EXP, press the promote button How to raise the protagonist's stats: Get partners Get confidential Improve partners; level, potential and skills Improve confidants; Date them, raise
the intimacy level, upgrade their bond skills, have a foster child give instruction to foster children collecting costumes, upgrade costumes Legend of the Phoenix Game Partner Guide Partners are the characters in legend of the Phoenix game with statistics like Wisdom, Politics, Karisma, and Authority. All these statistics reflect the statistics of the main character. If you increase your partners' the
protagonist's statistics will also be increased. On the home screen of the game -&gt; on the partner option -&gt; on a locked partner to see how to get it; you get partners by raising the VIP level (paid method), by making the story mode stages, completing certain main missions, etc. Partners also help you in the main struggles; Momentum statistics are considered in these main battles. By raising all other
statistics, you can increase the momentum statistics. Select a partner -&gt; -&gt; check statistics -&gt; on the (i) icon for more information. How to equalise your partners: You must equalise your partners Get EXP from palace duties, using travel time records (get from store or assignment) How to increase the potential of partners: – You need growth points to increase the potential of partners Partners get
growth points when you place them in the academy to study How to increase the skills of partners : You need skill points to increase the skills of partners Get skill points by sending partners to the academy for the credit guide to confidants in the legend of Phoenix Game Confidants acquaintances that you get from traveling (maps), events, when you reach a certain power number, login method, reach a
certain VIP level. On the Home screen -&gt; on the confidential option -&gt; where you can check the list of all the confidential and learn how to get them. Confidants have bond skills that you can upgrade to raise statistics like Wisdom, Politics, Karisma and Authority. To upgrade your bond skills, you need bond points. Bond points can be obtained by dating confidential. You have to date confidential. Go to
the Start screen -&gt; confidential -&gt; press the date button in the bottom right corner. It gives you bond points To raise the level of intimacy, you need intimacy points. Go to confidential -&gt; select a confidential -&gt; tap the tryst option on the left side -&gt; use ingots and get intimacy EXP. By raising the level of intimacy of the confidant, you will be able to unlock their more bonding skills. You can gift
items; intimacy, literature, martial arts, music, eloquence to elevate the corresponding characteristics of the characters. Guide to Foster Child In The Legend of the Phoenix Game When you use the first method of romance with the confidant, you have the chance to have a foster child. (Confidential -&gt; select a confidential -&gt; tryst). Go to Phoenix hall from the home screen -&gt; foster children -&gt; give
instruction to the foster child to get statistics like Wisdom, Karisma, Politics and Authority. Press (i) to check the statistics. When the foster child grows up, you can use the matchmaker option to start the marriage process. A married couple provides several characteristics. What is wisdom, charisma and politics These are the main statistics in the game: – Wisdom affects the amount of EXP you earn on
palace duties. Build Wisdom Statistics of Partners, Character, Confidants, Foster Children to get more EXP. You will be able to upgrade your partners fast Karisma affects the amount of fame you earn from palace duties. Build charisma statistics of partners, character, confidants, foster children to gain more fame. Politics affects the amount of silver income that you earn from palace duties. Build policy
statistics of partners, character, confidants, foster children to get more silver. Silver is used when performing the palace duty; clothing-sew - to gain fame We have explained the government statistics in the guide above. Worship To Get Free Ingots On the home screen, look for the ranking option -&gt; press the worship button -&gt; get free ingots in the Legend of the Phoenix game. Palace -&gt;
Kunninggong – greets the top player for free. You can use ingots to trade items, add more slots in the academy, date confidants, etc. Spend wisely. Get free rewards in the legend of phoenix game Make the main missions (lower left corner, above the big story button) Make dailies (press the quest button at the bottom) Go to the palace screen and participate in various activities for rewards. For example -
hard labor camp - press to educate archrival and get free rewards Go to the map from the palace -&gt; travel -&gt; random travel option in the lower right side -&gt; get free rewards On the castle screen you have many things to explore - Kunninggong Hard Labor Camp Hall of Guild Base Shouan Imperial Library Clothes Bureau Regalia Gallery Qianqinggong Imperial Garden Farm Imperial Kitchen Also ,
see - Legend of the Phoenix redemption code - all gift codes list So that's all we got in this post on Legend of the Phoenix game guide and tips for beginners. Do you love playing mobile games? Subscribe to our YouTube channel – Gaming Soul for new mobile game videos. For more updates, Game news, game guides, new game releases and notifications – similar to us on Facebook – Gaming Soul,
Follow us on Twitter – Gaming Soul. Check Out - Best Mobile Game. Do you have any suggestions? Submit here Facebook Twitter WhatsApp Reddit Reddit
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